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A well known theorem of Hartman-Grobman says that a C’ diffeomorphism 
f: R” + R” with a hyperbolic fixed point at 0 can be conjugated to the linear 
diffeomorphism L=df(O) (at least in a neighbourhood of 0). In this paper we 
will show that if f is C2 then f is differentiably conjugate to L at 0; moreover, the 
conjugacy is Holder outside 0. No resonance conditions will be required. e 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. STATEMENT OF THEOREMS 
Let f, g: 58” + KY be two diffeomorphisms both with a fixed point at 0. 
f and g are said to be (topologically) conjugate near 0 if there eixsts a
neighbourhood U of 0 and a homeomorphism h: U --) h( U) with h(0) = 0 
such that h of= go h, for all x E U. A well known theorem of 
Hartman-Grobman states that if f and g are C ‘, both have a hyperbolic 
fixed point at 0 and are such that Of(O) and Dg(0) are sufficiently Lipschitz 
close, then f and g are topologically conjugate to each other at 0 (see [Gr, 
Hal, Ha2, Ha3]). Simpler proofs can be found in [Pu, Pa]. In particular 
f is conjugate to the linear diffeomorphism L = d!(O). 
However, if a conjugacy is only a homeomorphism it can still be rather 
wild. For example, two linear diffeomorphisms both with a hyperbolic sink 
at 0, one of which is a spiral and the other a focus fixed point, are topologi- 
tally conjugate. Therefore classification up to conjugacy is too rough to 
correspond to the distinctions applied mathematicians are used to making. 
Of course if one makes sufficiently many additional non-resonance 
conditions on the eigenvalues as in [Ster] (or conditions which assume 
that some eigenvalues dominate others or that all eigenvalues are inside the 
unit circle, see for example, [Be, Se]; see also the appendix in [M.S.]), 
then there exists a smooth conjugacy betweenfand its linear part L (here 
L: R” + R” is the linear diffeomorphism such that L = d!(O)). Without these 
non-resonance conditions h need not be even Lipschitz. More precisely, it
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is not difficult to give examples of a diffeomorphism f in R3 with a hyper- 
bolic fixed point in (0) such that there is no Lipschitz homeomorphism h: 
( R3, 0) + ( R3, 0) locally near 0 conjugating f with a linear diffeomorphism, 
see, for example, [Be]. 
However, in this paper we will show that, even if one does not assume 
any non-resonance conditions, the conjugacy between f and L is differen- 
tiable at 0. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let f: KY’ --f R” be a C2 diffeomorphism with a hyper- 
bolic fixed point at 0. Let L = Of(O). Then there exists a neighbourhood U 
of 0 and a homeomorphism h: U + h(U) such that 
hof=Loh on U; (1.1) 
h, h-l are differentiable at 0. (1.2) 
Moreover, h and h -’ are Hiilder. 
Instead of (1.2) we will show the following more precise statement. Let 
1.1 be, for example, the norm on R” defined by 1x1 =maxi= l,...,n Jx,I, where 
x = (Xl) . ..) x,). 
1.1. THEOREM. Let f: R” + R” be a C2 diffeomorphism with a hyperbolic 
fixed point at 0. Let L = Of(O). Then for each f as above and each 6 > 0 
arbitrarily close to 0 there exists a conjugacy between h between f and L such 
that 
14x)-xl < 1 
lxl2-26 ’ ’ 
lh-‘(x)-xl< 1 
lxl2-26 ’ 
for /xl sufficiently small. Moreover, there exists c1 E (0,6) such that 
I(hb)-x1-(h(y)-Y)I 
Ix- Yl” 
6max{lx12-26, IYI~-~~}, 
(1.3) 
for all x, y sufficiently near 0. A similar estimate also holds for h-l. In 
particular h and h-’ are Hiilder with Hiilder constant IX, h, h-’ E Cu. 
Clearly (1.4) implies (1.2) and even that 
Dh(0) = Dh&‘(O) = id. (l-5) 
However, as we remarked before in general h is not differentiable outside 0. 
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The fact that Holder linearizations exist is quite well known. But since 
there are many conjugacies which linearize the diffeomorphism at the fixed 
point, a priori s not obvious that the differentiable conjugacy which we 
construct is also Holder. It is mainly for this reason that the estimate (1.4) 
was stated and proved explicitly. 
Instead of the assumption that f is C* it is sufficient that f is Cl,‘. 
In Section 5 we will show that the analogue of the Main Theorem for 
vector fields is also satisfied. 
The theorem above was motivated by the study of non-hyperbolic 
singularities of vector fields. In [B.D.S.] vector fields in R3 where con- 
sidered with a singularity atthe origin whose linear part at the origin com- 
pletely vanishes. The question was asked when such a vector field is 
topologically equivalent near 0 to the homogeneous vector field jkX(0) # 0. 
In [B.D.S.] it was shown that under rather mild conditions onjkX(0) such 
equivalences do exist. (This result can be considered as a generalization of 
the result of Hartman and Grobman for non-hyperbolic singularities.) The 
proof of this result is related to the main theorem of this paper. Indeed, by 
using spherical coordinates and scaling (i.e., by blowing up), one gets 
vector fields f on S2 x R which leave invariant he sphere S* x (0). In 
order to construct an equivalence h between two such vector fields X, X’ 
near 0 E R3 it suffices to construct an equivalence ?i between f, 8’ near 
S* x (0). Differentiability of certain linearizations along parts of S2 x (0 > 
in the direction normal to S* x (0) turns out to be an essential ingredient 
in the construction of z. 
There are three new ideas in this paper. 
(a) When one constructs conjugacies one can usually work norm 
which is related to taking the supremum over the whole space. Here it is 
necessary to restrict toa certain domain and work with a semi-norm. 
(b) The usual operator for constructing conjugacies, even after 
rewriting it as in [Pu] and using some scaled-norm, is definitely not a con- 
traction. Therefore it will be necessary to find a sequence of conjugacies 
rather than one conjugacy. 
(c) Finally one needs to build in some “non-linearity” (in the 
blowing-up used in the norm) in order to patch local and global effects. 
The first of these ideas was already used in the Appendix of [B.D.S.]. 
Let us say something about the organization of the proof of the Main 
Theorem. In Sections 24 we will state a number of theorems which suc- 
cessively simplify the Main Theorem. In Sections 2 and 3 we will choose a 
sequence of diffeomorphisms fO, fi, . . . . f, such that f0 = L, f, = f and show 
that it is enough to construct, for each i= 0, . . . . s - 1, a conjugacy hi 
between f, and fi+ , (the conjugacy between L and f will then be the com- 
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position of these conjugacies hi). Then in Section 4 we will find a conjugacy 
between two diffeomorphisms A., fj+ , as a fixed point of an operator in 
some Banach space. This operator is a contraction only if we choose the 
right norm in this Banach space. It is for this reason that we will have to 
assume that f, -fi+ , is of a special form. The idea of the proof that this 
operator is a contraction is similar to the proof of the Main Lemma in the 
Appendix of [B.D.S.]. 
The Main Theorem was proved before in [Str2] in the special case that 
n= 3; in this case the proof was obtained by showing that the blown-up 
vector field and the blown-up linear part are conjugate. This was done by 
a case by case analysis. 
This paper was written during a stay at the “Limburgs Universitair 
Centrum,” Diepenbeek, Belgium. I thank P. Bonckaert and F. Dumortier 
for inviting me and for their hospitality. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM FOLLOWS FROM A SPECIAL CASE 
Consider a C* diffeomorphism f: R" + R” with a hyperbolic fixed point 
at 0. Write f(x) = Lx+l(x), where 1 is C* and n(x) = 0(1x12). Further- 
more for x = (x, , . . . . x,) E R” define 1x1 = maxi= 1 ,.,,, n Ixi 1. Let ,u, . . . . pr be 
the eigenvalues of L. Clearly there exists 6, arbitrarily close to 0 such that 
Ill/Cl 
(IAl IPjl)‘-6”+ l 
for each i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . . r. From now on we fix 6, < i. Choose a < 1 such 
that either 
II4 
(IPil IPjl)l~so<u<l 
or 
IPkl 1 
(l/l;] Ipil)-‘;’ l. 
Using a linear coordinate change we may assume that L has the form 
(2.2) 
L, 
L=. l 
0 ... 0 
0 
L,
.‘. 
. ., . . ,. 0 
0 
... 
0 :i : L, 
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where all the eigenvalues of Lj are equal to pi. Denote the eigenspace of L 
corresponding to pLi by Ei. Then 
R”=E,@ ... @E,. 
For later use it is convenient to assume that these blocks are arranged so 
that 
By choosing an appropriate linear coordinate change one can even take 
care that 11 Li II/l pi 1 and 11 Li ’ 11 .Ipi I are as close to 1 as one likes. Therefore 
from (2.1) and (2.2) we can choose the coordinate change so that for each 
i, j, k either 
IlLA 4ILi’Il IILi’I/Y~~< 1 (2.3) 
or 
llLk’II ‘(IlLill I/LjII)l~“<a< l. (2.4) 
Choose K > 0 so small that one even has for each i, j, k either 
(ILlI +~)~(w~lII +wqiII +K))‘-6<a< 1 (2.5) 
Now consider a bump function /I such that j?: R + [0, l] is C”, /?(t) = 0 
for (rl 3 1 and /I(t) = 1 for ItI < 4. Define 
J-,(x) = B(lXll&)~ 4x1 
and f,(x) = Lx + A,(x). Then 
SuPP(&) = c--E, El”. 
Since A(x) = 0( 1x1’) there exists a constant C, < cc such that 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Moreover for x, y E [ -E, E]“, 
Mx) - &(Y)l G P(lXll&) .14x) - 4Y)l + I NIXI/&) - B(lVll&)I . W)l 
~l.C,.E.Ix-yl+Lip(B). 7 .c2.1y(2, 
I I 
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where cl, c2 are some finite constants. Since 1, = 0 outside [ -8, &In, the 
last inequality implies that there exists a constant C, < cc such that 
Lip(&) B C2 . E. (2.9) 
Since A,(x) = 1 and therefore f,(x) =f(x) for x near x = 0, the Main 
Theorem follows from the following theorem. 
2.1. THEOREM. For each 6 > 6, sufficiently close to 6, there exists a 
conjugacy h between f, and L, i.e., a local homeomorphism such that 
hoff=Loh 
such that 
b(x) -xl < 1 
lxl2-26 ’ ’ 
V+(x) - 4 < 1 
lxl2-26 ’ 
for x sufficiently near 0. 
Proof of Theorem (2.1). Since 1 is C2, one can write 
A(x) = c J”,,j(X), 
i,f= l,...,r 
where ;li,j(x, y)= 0( Ixi I (xj I). Here we write x = xi=, xi with xi E E, and 
R” = E, @ ... BE,. Let 
Then A, = xi, j= ,,,,,,r 1, /,Jx) and as before there exist constants C1 , C, such 
that 
IAi,j,,Cx)l <C 
lxil xjl ’ ” 
vx E R”, (2.10) 
LiP(li, j,E) d C2 .4 (2.11) 
and 
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Now choose a sequence of diffeomorphisms fO, J, . . . . fr2 such that f, = L, 
f,z =f,, and 
f m+l-fmELi,,,i. 
for some i, j. (For example, takef,=L,f,=L+~,,,,,,f,=f,+I,,,,, ,..., 
L=fr-1 +h,r,E> fr+&,,,, a.s.0.) Rather than proving Theorem (2.1) 
directly, we will prove that for each 6, > 6, sufficiently close to 6, and for 
each m = 1, . . . . r2 there exists a conjugacy h, between f, and f,- , , i.e., a
homeomorphism such that 
fmOL=knOfm-1, 
where the conjugacy h,,_ i satisfies 
Ikn(x) -XI 6 1 
/xysl ’ 
K’(x) --XI < 1 
Ixl2-2s’ ’ ’ 
(2.12) 
for (xl sufficiently close to 0. Of course this implies that h := 
h,zOh,2p,O ... 0 h, conjugates f, and L. Indeed one has 
f,zo(h,Io ... Oh,)=hSOfr2p,0h,2m. ,o ... Oh, 
=h,zoh,z-, Of,zp20hr*p20 ... oh, 
= . . =(hrzo . . . oh,)of,. 
Furthermore one has 
Ih(x)-xl 6 Ih,zO ... Oh,(x)-h,z-,O ... oh,(x)1 + 
lx12-2* lxl*-26 
. . . 
+ P,(x)-xl 
lxl2-26 . 
(2.13) 
Now writing x’=h,+,o . . . 0 h 1 (x), and using (2.12) one gets for fixed 
d>dl, 
Ih,o ... Oh,(x)-h,,_,o ... oh,(x)1 
lxl2-2* 
(2.14) 
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From (2.12), one gets that l/r(x)/ 62 (xl for x sufficiently small and there- 
fore (2.14) and 6 > 6, imply that 
(h, 0 . . . Ohl(x)-hh,plo ... oh,(x)1 1 
lx12-*6 q 
(2.15) 
for 1x1 sufficiently small. Since m < r*, combining (2.13) and (2.15) gives 
P(x) - x I < 1 
lx12-26 ’ 
for all XE R” with 1x1 sufficiently small. Similarly one has 
Ih-‘Cd--4 ~ 1 
lxl*-26 
for all XE OX” with (xl sufficiently small. 
From all this it follows that Theorem (2.1) is implied by the next 
theorem. Let A(&, C) and Ai,,(s, C) be the class of C* maps 1 respectively 
&j such that 
IW)l < c 
F’ ’ 
Lip(A) < C . E, 
SUPP(~) c C--E, El” 
respectively 
I4j(X)I 6 c 
lxil x,1 ’ 
Lip(&) < C.E, 
Furthermore for x = C xi, xi E E;, define 
[Xii = /Xi1 + lx13’2. 
(Instead of the power $, one could also take another power strictly between 
1 and 2.) 
2.2. THEOREM. Let L: KY’ + R” be a hyperbolic linear map and & as 
above. For each 6 >6, sufficiently close to 6, and each i, jE { 1, 2, . . . r), 
C < co, z > II Lll, )I L - ’ 11 there exists E > 0 with the following property. 
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For each 1, 1’~ A(&, C) such that ;1- i’ E Ai,j(~, C) there exists a 
homeomorphism h such that h 0 f = f' 0 h such that 
W(x) - xl 
(1x1; Ixli)l-6Q ly 
Ih-‘(x)-xl 
(1x1; lxjl)1-6'1 
for all x E ET’ with 1x1 sufficiently small. Here f = L + 1 and f' = L + I’. 
As we remarked already Theorem (2.2) implies Theorem (2.1) and 
therefore the Main Theorem. In the next section we will show that 
Theorem (2.2) follows from a more technical theorem. 
3. THEOREM (2.2) FOLLOWS FROM A TECHNICAL THEOREM 
Let R’” = ES@ E” such that L leaves this splitting invariant and L 1 E” 
and L-’ I E” are both contracting. Let p,, p,, be the canonical projections 
on E” respectively E”. Of course E” and E” are orthogonal sums of 
eigenspaces E,. Furthermore, since 
IlL,Il < IlLzll < ... < IILII 9 
for fixed i, Jo { 1, . . r}, one can choose r’ E (0, 1, . . . . r} such that for 
l<k<r’ 
Wkll +K)((IILt~‘ll +~O(ll~,~‘ll +Ic))1-6<a< 1 (3.1’) 
and for r’<k<r 
(IIL~‘ll +KM(lILfll +K)(IILjII +ic))‘-‘<a< 1. (3.1”) 
Furthermore, write R” = OX”- 0 R”+, where 
and 
[w”- = & E,, KY’+ = & E,, 
/=l /=r’+l 
Then 
L- =LlR”-, L, =L(R”‘. 
(IIL-II+KMIL;‘ll+K)(llL,~lIl +K))l-Qa<l 
(IiLT’II +K)((IIL;il +~)(l/L~l/ +K))lW6ta<l. 
(3.2’) 
(3.2”) 
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In this section we will show that Theorem (2.2) follows from the 
following result. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let L: R” + R” be a hyperbolic linear map and 6,, as 
above. For each 6 > 6, sufficiently close to 6, and each i, jE (1,2, . . . . r}, 
C< co, t > llLl1, IlL-‘II there exists E > 0 with the following property. 
For each ,I, ;1’ E A(&, C) such that 1- ,?’ E Ai,i(~, C) there exists a unique 
g: [ -TV, 7~1~ --f R” such that for h = id + g, one has 
(i) h 0 f = f’ 0 h whenever these are defined, 
(ii) g is continuous; 
(iii) writingg=(gg,g+)ER”-@R”+,onehasfor Ix~<zE, 
g-(x)=0, for Ifp’(x)l >,-, 
g+(x)=02 for If(x)I 3~ 
(iv) for each 1x1 <ZE, 
I&)l 
([Xl, IxlyG l 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
In this section we will show that this theorem implies Theorem (2.2). In 
the next section the proof of Theorem (3.1) will be given. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. (1) For each n 3 0, 
lp,(x)l BE implies (f’)” (x) =f”(x) = L”(x). 
In particular if Ip,(x)l > ZE and If”(x)1 < ZE then n < 0. Here z > IlLll, llLl[ -’ 
as before. 
(2) There exists k > 1 such that provided E > 0 is sufficiently small 
I4 GTE, If(x)1 > ZE implies Ip,(f(x))l 6 ZE, lp,(x)l > ks. 
Similarly if 1x1 6 ZE and l f -‘(x)1 > ZE then lp,(f(x))l 2 w and lp,(x)l 2 kc. 
(3 ) For E > 0 sufficiently small the map h from Theorem (3.1) satisfies 
Ip,(h(x))l 2 E, for all x E R” with 1x1 < ZE and Ip,(f(x))l > 7~. 
Proof (1) If 1x1 >E then f(x) = Lx. Therefore [p,(x)1 >E implies 
Ip,(f(x))l >, E. In this way one has by induction that 
lp,(x)l 2 E implies (f ‘), (x) = f”(x) = L”(x) 
for all n 30 (and I(f’)” (x)1 = If”(x)1 > E for all n > 0). Moreover this 
implies that if lp,(x)l > TE and If”(x)1 < ZE then n < 0. 
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(2) Provided E > 0 is sufficiently small then 
Ix/ d ZE, If(x)1 2 TE implies Ip,(f(x))l > 7s. 
Moreover there exists k > 1 such that 
1x1 < r~‘ If(x)1 > ZE implies Ip,(x)l 3 kc. 
Indeed, r > [ILlI, IIL-‘II so one can choose k > 1 such that 1 <k < z/llLll, 
z//lL-‘ll. Then for E>O sufliciently small, /f(x)/ <(l/k) z 1x1, If-‘(x)1 6 
(l/k) z 1x1 for every x E IR”. Therefore, if 1x1 d E, If(x)1 < ZE then 1x1 L ks > E 
and it follows that f(x) = L(x). Since If(x)1 = IL(x)1 > ZE, LIE” is expand- 
ing and LIE” is contracting, this implies Ip,(f(x))l 2 7~ and Ip,(x)l > kc. 
(3) For E > 0 sufficiently small the map h from Theorem (3.1) satisfies 
(p,(h(x))l > E for all x with 1x1 < 7~ and Ip,(f(x)) > 7~. 
Indeed from (ii), I~,(f(x))l 278 implies Ip,(x)l 2 kg and from (3.4) this 
implies 
l~,Mx))l 2 b,(x)l - 4 I~u(x)l~‘~ 2 Ip,(x)l - 4 lx13’* 2 ks - 2(t~)~‘~ 3 E, 
for all x E R” with 1x1 < ZE and E sufficiently small. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let g: [ -~zE, 7~1 + KY’ be the map from Theorem (3.1) 
corresponding to E > 0 and 6 > 0. For each N < 00, 6’ > 6, one can extend g: 
[ -KC, te] --f R” to a map g: KY’ + R” such that for each sufficiently small 
E > 0 the following statements hold: 
(i) writing h=id+g, one has hof =f’oh on R”; 
(ii) g is continuous; 
(iii) writing g = (g _ , g, ) E [w”m @ R”+, one has for all 1x1 E R” 
g-(x)=0, for If -‘(x)1 3 TE, 
g+(x)=07 for If( 2 76 
Vx with 1x1 < N7e. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Proof that Proposition (3.3) Follows ,from Theorem (3.1). Let us con- 
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struct an extension h: R” + KY” of h: [ -rc, ZE]” -+ R”. Take XE R”. There 
are two cases. 
Case 1. There exists 12 E Z such that If”(x)/ < ZE. Since 1x1 > rs either 
Ip,(x)l ate or Ip,(x)l >rs. From Proposition (3.2.1) it follows that if 
Ip,(x)l > ZE then fk(x) = L’(x) and If”(x)1 B ZE for all k 20. This proves 
that Ip,(x)l > r& implies n < 0. Similarly Ip,(x)l 2 ZE implies IZ > 0. So there 
exists precisely one number n,(x) E Z such that If”“(“)(x)l < ZE and 
If’(x)/ > rs for each iE Z with i/n,,(x) < 1. Now define 
h(x) = (f’) -no(.r) 0 h 0 fno(xqx). 
Case 2. There exists no n E Z such that If”(x)1 6 ZE. In this case define 
h(x) = x. 
We need to show statements (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). 
Proof of (i). f’o h = h of: Indeed, take x E R”. If there exists no n E Z 
such that If”(x)/ <ZE, then by definition h(x) =x and h(f(x)) = f(x). 
Moreover since 1x1 > ZE, one has f(x) = Lx and f’(x) = Lx. Putting this 
together f’ 0 h(x) = f ‘(x) = Lx = f (x) = h 0 f(x). If there exists n E Z such 
that If”(x)/ < ra then let q,(x) be the minimal number associated to x as 
above. Then 
h(x) = (f’)-‘@). h o f”o’“‘(x). 
For definiteness assume Ip,(f”(x))l > ZE. Then n,(x) > 0, n,(f(x)) = 
no(x) - 1 and by definition of h( f(x)) 
h(f(x))=(f’)-‘“O’“‘-“~h~f”O’“‘-‘(f(x)) 
=f’~(f’)-““‘“‘~h~f”O’“‘(x) 
= f’oh(x). 
Proof of (ii). h is continuous. (a) First assume that there exists n EZ 
such that If”(x)1 < ZE. In order to show that h is continuous at x take y 
near x such that If”(y)1 < ZE. Since h = (f’))“~ hof”, If”(x)1 < ZE and h is 
continuous on [ -r.s, ZE]~ it follows that h(y) tends to h(x) as y +x. 
Similarly h is continuous at x if If”(x)1 > ZE for all n E Z (in this case 
f”(y) = L”(y) for all y sufficiently near x). 
So it suffices to show that the definitions from Cases 1 and 2 match up 
continuously. So choose x such that If”o’“‘(x)l = ZE and If”(x)/ > ZE for all 
n #n,(x). Write n, = n,(x), z =f”o(x) and for definiteness assume that 
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/p,(z)1 = OE. Then n,<O. Since If(z I.f-i(z)1 > TE, one has from 
Theorem (3.1)(i) that g _ (z) = 0 and g+(z) = 0. In particular 
h(j-yx)) = h(z) = z =f”O(x). 
So using the definition of h and the previous equation, 
h(x)=(f’)-“~oh~f”O(x)=(f’)--“~(z). (3.7) 
Since l~,(z)l = I~,(f”“(x))l = ZE, one has from Proposition (3.2.1) that 
(f’)-“0 (z) = L-m(‘), fyx) = L”(x) (3.8) 
and combining (3.7) and (3.8) 
This finishes the proof that h is continuous. 
Proof of (iii). g+(x) = 0 for Ip,(f(x))l 2 ZE. This is clear if If”(x)1 > rs 
for all n~2. So choose x so that If”(x)1 <ZE for some FEZ. We may 
assume that (xl> rs. Let Q(X) be as above. Since 1x1 > ZE, one has 
n,,(x) # 0. For simplicity write n, = no(x) and z =f”o(x). Using Proposition 
(3.2.1), since Ip,(f(x))l B rs, one has n, < 0 and by minimality of n,, 
Together with IzI < ts this implies from Theorem (3.l)(iii), 
g + (P(x)) = 0 
Since lzl < ZE and If(z)1 > ts, Proposition (3.2.2) gives Ip,(z)l 2 kc. Using 
Proposition (3.2.3) it follows that Ip,(h(z))( > E provided E > 0 is sulkiently 
small. It follows that 
(f’)y (h(z)) = L-y/z(z)). 
Because h(x) = (f’))““oh of”o(x) = (f’)“O (h(z)) = C”O(h(z)) and g+(z) = 0 
this implies that g + (x) = 0. 
Proof of (iv). Ig(x)ll(lXli Ixl,j)‘-” d 1. Fix some N < cc and 1x1 < NZE. 
If there exists no n E 2 such that If”(x)/ < ZE then h(x) = x and we are 
finished. So assume that there exists n E Z such that If”(x)1 < r.s. Let 
no = no(x) as above. In order to be definite assume n,>O. Then 
p(x) = L”“(x). Since 1x1 d NE, IL’+ ’ (x)1 b ZE and L is hyperbolic there 
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exists a universal upperbound for n, just depending on N. Hence for 6’ > 6, 
one has 
x lh(~““(x))-~“o(+~)l 
(Ix1 IIxlj) 
‘-’ .t,x,i x, )cs-a 
J 
d llL-“q . 1 . IJLnoJ(4. (1x1; lXlj)V 
Therefore for each 1x1 6 rs and E sufficiently small 
l4x) - xl 
(1x1, lxly~ l. 
This finishes the proof of Proposition (3.3). Q.E.D. 
3.4. COROLLARY. For E > 0 sufficiently small, h = id + g is a local 
homeomorphism. 
Proof of Corollary (3.4). Let 6 z=- 6, and g= 2~ > 0 be so that Proposi- 
tion (3.3) holds for 6, 5. Then there exists a unique map k: [ -tE, 61” -+ R” 
such that 
kaf=fok, 
where 
(*I 
k+(x)=x for If( 2 ~6 (**I 
k-(x)=x for If-‘(x)/ 2 rE (***I 
Since k is unique, i.e., since there is at most one such a map k, one has 
k=id on C-6, ~a]“. 
Now fix 6, E (a,, 6). For each 6 > 6, sufficiently close to So and each 
sufficiently small s > 0 there exist maps h, i;: [ -~ZE, r&In + R” such that 
ho f = f’o h, f oz= hof’ and the other conditions of Theorem (3.1) is 
505/85/l-6 
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satisfied. In particular, since 8= 2s, Proposition (3.3) implies that for E > 0 
sufficiently small there exist continuous extensions h, k IR” + IR” such that 
hof =f’oh, fJZjiOf’, 
Mx) --xl < 1 W) -4 
(IXli IxI,P ’ (1x1; Ixljyl d l7 
Vx with (xl d zf. (3.9) 
Moreover, for all x E R” with 1x1 < G, 
h+(x)=ii+(x)=x for I.f(x)l L SE, 
hk(x)=ii-(x)=x for If -‘(x)1 26. 
Let us show that h is a local homeomorphism. Indeed one has 
(ibh)of =i%.(hof)=i;o(f’oh)=(&o,f’)oh=f o&h) 
(3.10) 
and similarly 
(ho@f’=fo(hoi%). 
We will show that this implies 
h” 0 h(x) = x, h&(x)=x, Vx with 1x1 Q zH. 
Indeed one has 
h”oh=id+[g+&+d+g)]. 
Let us show that for E sufficiently small conditions (*), (**), and (***) are 
satisfied for z 0 h. First we estimate 
I~Wx)-xl lg+go(l +s)l 
(Ixli lxlj)lpb’ (Ixli Ixlj)‘-” 
I &)I C~lx,ilxlj~~~~,~~lxlilxlj~“~“’ 
X ( Ix+~(x)lilx+~(x)lj lpd’.(lxlilXl~~dpl)l, lxli lxlj 1 I 
Since Ix + g(x)1 < 2 1x1 < 2s = ZE for all x with 1x1 d ts, provided E is suf- 
ficiently small, one can use (3.9) in the last expression. Hence 
I&h(x)-xl 
(Ixli lxlj)‘-6 
< 5(1x1; IxlJ-“’ < 1, Vx with 1x1 f zE, 
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provided E > 0 is sufficiently small. This proves (*). Furthermore assume 
/f(x)1 2 6. Then g+(x) = 0. Moreover if E > 0 is sufficiently small, 
I(1 + g)(x)1 3 ZE and therefore g + 0 (1 + g)(x) = 0. It follows that 
hoh(x)=x, Vx with If(x)/ 2 rB 
This proves (**). Similarly one proves (***). By the uniqueness result it 
follows that h 0 h = k = id on 1x1 < 6. Similarly h 0 g = id on 1x1 < 6. This 
finishes the proof of Corollary (3.4). Q.E.D. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.1) 
As before write f = L + ,J and f’= L + 1.‘. Throughout this section 
assume that 1, 1’ E A(&, C) and d - %’ E Ai, j(~, C). We shall show that there 
exists a map h between f and f' satisfying h 0 f = f’ o h. Write h = id + g. We 
need to solve 
or 
(id+g)o(L+i)=(L+A’)o(id+g) 
gof =Lg+A’o(id+g)-2>. 
This is equivalent to 
g= [Lg+A’o(id+g)-A]of-‘. (4.1) 
So expanding (4.1) in the decomposition g = (g- , g, ) E lR”- 0 KY+, one 
gets 
gp =[L-g- +n’-o(id+g)-~~]of~~‘. 
g + =[L+ g, +A’+ ~(id+g)-A+]~fp’. 
Now (4.2b) is equivalent to 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
g, =L;‘[g+ of +1+ -A’+ o(id+g)l. (4.2b’) 
We will show in this section that a solution to (4.2a) and (4.2b’) can be 
found and that this solution is the fixed point of some contraction map. 
Consider the following norm for maps g: [ -rs, TE]~ + KY, 
I &)I 
“g”iJ*E = ,.;;t, (1x1 iIXlj)’ --6 
and define the space 
Ei,j,E= {g: r-T&, T&l"+ [w” such that J1g11r,j,E < CO, g is 
continuous, g + (x) = 0 if 1 f (x)1 2 5.2, g _ (x) = 0 if 
1 f -‘(X)1 2 TE}. 
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Also define the unit ball 
For convenience of notation, if no confusion can arise, we shall drop one 
or more of the subscripts i, j, E in the remainder of the proof. We shall 
show that for E > 0 suffkiently small and each f, f’ of the form f = L + A, 
f’= L + ,I’, where 2, ~‘EA(E, C) are such that Al--I.= ,$j EA~,~(E, C), 
there exists a unique g E E( 1) satisfying (4.2a) and (4.2b’). Let us do this by 
regarding these equations as a fixed point problem. More specifically, for 
g E E,( 1) define the map Pg: [ - TE, TE]” -+ R” by Pg = ((Pg) _ , (Pg) + ), 
where 
(PSL = 
[L- g- +A’- ql+g)-l-]p if If-‘(x)1 d r.s, 
o otherwise, 
i 
L, [g, of+]*+ -A’+ o(l+ 811 
(Pg)+= o 
if If(x)1 < tc, 
otherwise. 
Let K > 0 be the number from Eq. (2.5) and (2.6). 
4.1. PROPOSITION. For E > 0 sufficiently small andfor all 1x1 Q TE, one has 
lf(x)li -G IL II + K, 
IXli 
If -‘(x)li 
lxli 
6 II L; l II + K. 
Proof Because 
L, 
L=. ! 
0 ... 0 
0 
L, 
... 0 
. . . i ., . . . 0 6 : . . L, 
there exists C < co, such that for all x E 03” 
I.h(x)l G ILiCxi)l + Intx)l G IlLill xil + c lx12Y 
provided E is sufficiently small. Similarly for E > 0 sufficiently small and 
Ix1 < TE, 
If( G (IL-4 + IWN.J2 < llLl12 lx12 + 2c IILII l-d3 + c2 l-d4 
62 IILII lx12. 
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Using the last two inequalities 
If(x)li 
ri 
IlLill xil + C lxl2+2 IlLlIz lx12 
lx;1 + lxl3’2 
G IlLill +tc+2 11~112) 14”2G IlLill +4 Vx with /xl < ZE, 
provided E is sufficiently small. Forf-’ the proof is similar. Q.E.D. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. There exists C4 < 00 such that for E > 0 sufficiently 
small and each g E E, j ( 1 ), 
ILi,jo C1+ g)Cx)l d c 
I-4, I.+ 
43 Vx with 1x1 d ZE, 
Ini,jo(i+g)of~‘(x)l<~ 
lxli IxI, ’ 4’ 
Vx with If-‘(x)/ GTE. 
Proof: 
lili,j ’ C1+ g)tx)l = IAi,jo t1+ g)tx)l Ix + gCx)li Ix + dx)lj 
lxli lxlj lx+ .dx)li lx+ dx)lj lxli Ixlj 
Since Ai, j E A ;, (E, C) and g E E, j (1 ), one can estimate this last term by 
<c.(IxiI +lxli Ixlj)(lxjl+lXl~~x~j)~2c 
lxli lxlj ’ ’ 
for each 1x1 < 2~ provided E is sufficiently small. Similarly for x such that 
If-‘(x)/ GTE, one has 
vi., o(1 + g)P(x)l 
Ixli IxI,, 
<c. I(id+ g)of-l(x)li Itid+ g)ofpl(x)lJ \ 
lxli lxlj 
= c. Itid+ g)of-‘(x)li Itid+ g)ofp’(x)lj. Ifpl(x)li If-‘(x)lj 
If-l(x)l; Ifp’(x)lj lxli lxlj 
<c. sup I(id+g)(x)li I(id+g)(X)lj.(lIL~~,l +K~~,,L~llI +KI 
Mi 1x1, I Ix1 < TE J 
<4C.(IIL,711( +K)(IfLJ~‘Il +K), 
for E > 0 sufficiently small. Here we use in the last inequality that g E Ei, j( 1) 
and therefore that [g(x)/ < lxli 1x1, < min( Jxli, Ixlj) and Ix + g(x)l, d 
1x1; + Ig(x)l Q 2 1x1 i for (xl 6 ts and E sufficiently small. This finishes the 
proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
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4.3. PROPOSITION. Pg is continuous. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the two definitions depending on the 
sizes of If(z)1 and If-‘(z)l match up continuously. If (xl <rs and 
If-‘(x)1 = ZE th en as we remarked above p,(f- l(x))1 2 rs and therefore 
g-(x)=0. Also from the Proposition (3.2), If-‘(x)1, Ih~f-‘(x)1 2s. 
In particular it follows that [L _ g ~ + L’L 0 (1 + g) - ,? _ ] of-‘(x) = 0. 
Similarly If(x)1 > ZE implies (Pg) + = 0. The continuity of Pg follows. 
Q.E.D. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. For E > 0 sufficiently small P maps E,( 1) into E,( 1). 
Proof. Take g E E,( 1). If If - ‘(x)1 > ZE then by definition (Pg) _ (x) = 0. 
When If -‘(x)1 6 TE then 
G IL II I& of -‘b)l 
(If-l(x)li If-l(x)lj)lpb 
(If -‘(x)li If-1(x)lj)‘-6 (Ixli lxlj)‘-’ 
G IL II IL of -‘b)l 
(If pl(x)li If-1(X)lj)1p6 
(If -‘tx)li Ifp1(x)lj)1-6’ (Ixli Ixl,j)1-6 
+C.E. Igof -‘w (If pl(x)li If-‘(x)lj)l Pa 
(If -‘Cx)li I.f-‘(x)lj)lps ’ (Ixli lxlj)‘-s 
+ C,‘(lXli IXlj)l-s~ 
Here we used in the second inequality A E A(&, C) and Proposition (4.2). 
Using Proposition (4.1) and g E E,( l), one estimates the last expression 
from above by 
Id 
+ C+((X/i ,xljp .((IiL;‘II +K)(IIL,T1ll +Jd)‘-6 
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This last term is < 1 for each 1x1 d ZE provided E > 0 is sufficiently small 
because 
(I/~%11 +K).((I/L,:‘ll +K)((IL,:‘ll +K))‘-‘<<.< 1. 
Similarly if I,f(x)l d ZE then 
I(4z) + @)I 
(Ixl; l,~l,)l-<s~ lKIl . 
lg, 4-‘b)l 
(Iexli Ixlj)‘pii 
+ I(‘+(‘+ g)(x)-A+(x))l + lAi,j(l +cY)(~)I 
(IXli IXljY (Ixli lxlj)1-6 
d ll’~‘II (((11~~11 +f‘)(IILjII +K))lp” 
+c.&.((IILill +K)(IiLjII +K))‘-6+cdIXI, IXI,i,l-} 
< 1, 
for E > 0 sufficiently small. Q.E.D. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. For E > 0 suf’j%iently small P: E,( 1) + E,( 1) is a 
contraction. 
Proof Choose a <k < 1. From Proposition (4.2), 
I(&) ~ (x1 - VT) - (x)1 
(Ixli Ixlj)1p6 
d IIL ~ II .
lg- of-’ - g’- q’(X)1 
(bli Ixlj)l-s 
d IILp I, I.!- of-l(X)-g’p of-l(x)l .(If-l(x)li If-l(x)lj)l-” 
(If-l(x)l; If-1(x)lj)1-6 (Ixli lxlj)‘-’ 
+E c. l(g-&+)~f-‘(x)l 
(Idi IXljY 
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Using Proposition (4.1) this gives 
< ,,Lp/, lg-(x)-g’-(x)1 
(IXli Ixl,Y 
((IIL;‘II + K,(llL,-lIl + K))1-6 
+ E . c. I ‘!a) - g’(x)1 
(1x1, IW” 
~(w;‘I/ +~w--‘II +4)‘-” 
Since IILJ .((IIL,:‘II +~)(llL,~‘Il +K))~~‘<u<~ this implies that 
II~~~~~-~~~‘~--II~{~+~~~II~iII+~~~II~,II+~~~1~6}‘II~-~‘ll 
6k.Ilg-g’ll, 
for E > 0 sufficiently small. Similarly 
l(Pg) + (xl - (Pi?) + (XII 
(IXli Ixly 
6 Ilq . 
i 
lg, P(X)- g’, P(x)l 
(Ixli Ixlj)1-6 
d IIKII 
i 
Ig+(x)-g’+(x)l 
(Ixli IxljI1-’ 
. ((II-M + ~)Wll + a-” 
+ EC I I?(X) - g’(x)l 
(Ixli lxlj)lps 
.((llLill +K)(IILjlI +K))l-s 
1 
G {a+E((IILiII + c)(IILjII +K))1p6}’ llg-g’ll 
Gk. Ilg--‘II, 
for E > 0 sufficiently small. Q.E.D. 
Since P maps E,( 1) into E,( 1) and is a contraction P has a unique fixed 
point. This finishes the proof of Theorem (3.1) and therefore the proof of 
Theorem ( 1.1). 
Let us prove that the fixed. point g of P is Holder, i.e., prove the state- 
ment made in the remark below Theorem (1.1). As before let r > (( Lll, 
IIL-‘lI. 
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4.6. PROPOSITION. For each CI E (0, 6) c (0, $) there exists .q, > 0 such that 
for any E E (0, Ed), one has the following. Assume g E E,,, (E, 1) is such that for 
all x, y E R”, 
Is(x) - g(y)1 
maxWli Ixl,P, (M Iylj)‘-“}. IX- .YI 
.61. 
Then 
IV;,, o(1 + g)(x) - 4, o (1 + g)(Y)l 
max{(lxlI Ixlj)‘-s, (IYli lYlj)l~s}~lx-Yl” 
<p-a)/2 
3 Vx, y with 1x1, IYI GE, 
lk;,,‘tl +k!)“fp’(x)-Ai,jo(l +g)“fp’(Y)l 
max{(lxli Ixlj)‘-“2 (IYI; lYlj)‘-‘1 .IX-Yl” 
<&W Vx, y with 1x1, Iyl 6 E, 
l(l~o(l+g~~l.~):;l.--~~x~-~i~~~l+g~-a_~~f~~~Y~l 
max{(lXli lxlj)‘-“3 (IYli IYlj)‘p61 ‘lx-Yla 
<<Glii-w , Vx, y with 1x1, I yl 6 E. 
Proof From Proposition (4.2) and since supp(A,, j,,) c [ -6, E]” we may 
assume that 1x1, lyl GE. Since 
I~i,i,,(X)-~i.,.E(Y)l 
6 C2 .max((lxil IXjI)‘-‘9 (IYil IYjl)les}. IX- Yl’ 
(see Eq. (2.12b)), one has 
lAz,jo C1 + g)(x)-Ai,jo(l + g)(Y)1 
max{(lxli Ixlj)‘-“, (Iyli IYlj)lps} .IX-YIx’2c2’ 
max{(lx+ dx)li IX+ g(x)lj)‘-63 (IV+ dY)li IY + g(Y)lj)‘-6). Ix-Yl’ 
max{(lxli 14,)1-“t (IYli lYlj)‘p6}. IX-Yl” 
Since 1x1, (yl GE, 0 < c( < 6 and from the assumption of g this is less or 
equal to 
Similarly one estimates 
Ik,,jotl +g)“fpl(x)-Ai,jo(l +g)‘f-‘(YII 
max{(lxli Ixlj)‘-sl (IYli lYlj)‘p6}. IX-Yl” 
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by using that If-‘(x)-f-‘(y)1 <r.lx-y( combined with the previous 
estimate. 
Finally, using the mean-value theorem, there exist 0,) 8, E (0, 1) such 
that 
I(L o(l+g)--;lP)(x)-(il- o(l+g)-A-)(y)1 
max{(lxli Ixlj)1p”9 (IYli IYlj)‘p”). IX-Yl” 
6 IDA ~ (x + 0, . g(x)). g(x) - DA ~ (Y + ‘4. g(Y)). g(Y)1 
max((lxli lxlj)1p69 (IYI; IYl,)1p6}. IX-Yl” 
IDA ~ (x + 01. g(x)1 .I g(x) - .&)I 
‘maxj(bli IXlj)‘+“3 (IYli IYlj)‘-“}. IX-Yl” 
Since IDA _ I d C . E, Lip(Dil_ ) < C and from the assumption on g the last 
term is less or equal to 
C.&.1+C.JX--y~~~~.16(l/z).E~~~1~’2, 
for E > 0 sufficiently small. The last inequality follows. Q.E.D. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. There exists aE (0, 1) such that for E > 0 sufficiently 
small and each g E Ei, j( 1) such that for all x, y E KY’, 
Idx)- dY)l 
one has 
I(&)(x) - (fk)(Y)l 
maxI(lxli Ixlj)‘-‘9 (IYli IYlj)l-s} IX- Yl 
.d 1. 
Proof: When If- l(x) 6 ts then 
I(&) - (x) - (&I - (Y)l 
maxU& Ixlj)1p63 (IYli lYlj)1-6}. IX-Yl” 
lg- of-‘(x)- g- T’(Y)l 
~"L~"'max({(lxljjX/i)l~",(IYlilYl,)l-"}.IX-yl" 
In,,jo(l +g)“f~-l(x)-ni,jo(l + g)“f-l(Y)l 
+ max{(lxli IXll)1-“3 (IYI, IYlj)‘-“1. IX-Yl” ’ 
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Using Proposition (4.6) twice, Proposition (4.1) and the assumption on g, 
one estimates the last expression from above by 
IL(xl- g-(Y)1 
IUL-” ‘max{(lxl; lxlj)‘-‘, (‘vii Jylj)‘-‘}. Ix-y]” 
This last term is < 1 for each /xl < 7.~ provided E > 0 is sufficiently small of 
the assumption on g and because 
Similarly one estimates (Pg) + . Q.E.D. 
From Proposition (4.7) it follows that P maps the closed space of maps 
g with g E E, j( 1) such that for all x, y E IX”, 
I&) - g(Y)’ 
max{(lxli Ixlj)‘ps5 (IYli lYl,)lpd}~ IX- Yl 
.6 1. **** ( ) 
into itself. Itfollows that the fixed point of P satisfies (****). As before this 
suffices to prove the statement made in the remark below Theorem (1.1). 
5. THE CONJUCACY IN THE CASE OF FLOWS 
We say that two vector fields X and X’ on R” both singularities at 0 
are conjugate at 0 if there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 E IL!” and a 
homeomorphism h: U + h(U) with h(O) =0 such that h maps orbits of 
XI U onto orbits of X’I h( U) preserving the orientation and the 
parametrization, i.e., 
4X,(x)) = XXh(x)), VXE U. 
Here X, is the time-t map of X. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let X be a C2 vector field on R” with a hyperbolic 
singularity at0 and LX be the linear vector field which coincides with the 
linear part of X at 0. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 and a 
homeomorphism h: U -+ h(U) such that 
hof=Lah on U; (1.1) 
h, h- ’ are dtfferentiable at 0. (1.2) 
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Proof: The proof follows from the proof of the Main Theorem if one 
uses the same method proof as in [Pu]. Let us sketch the proof. 
Indeed, first assume that X and X’ are C2 vector fields on R2 such that 
the corresponding time-l diffeomorphisms f = X, and f’ = X’, satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem (3.1). Let h be the unique conjugacy between f 
and f’ from Theorem (3.1). Then as in [Pu], one shows that h = 
JA(X:ohoX,)dt and h ence that h serves as a conjugacy between X, and Xi 
for any t. 
As in the diffeomorphisms case, the proof of Theorem (5.1) can be 
reduced to this situation. Q.E.D. 
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